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Discover everything you ever wanted to know about the world's most popular tarot deck. The

Ultimate Guide to the Rider Waite Tarot details the ten most important symbols on each and every

card in the deck complete with hundreds of illustrations for easy use. In addition to an explanation of

the symbols, each card is given a brief interpretation by topic: â€¢ Primary meaningâ€¢ Prognosis or

tendencyâ€¢ Spiritual meaning Â â€¢ Love and relationship meaningâ€¢ Daily meaning â€¢ Success

and happiness meaning Writing in a convenient format designed for quick reference, European tarot

authorities Johannes Fiebig and Evelin BÃ¼rger also provide tips, hints, facts, and lore to improve

your reading right away. Within these pages, you will find the top ten most important: â€¢ Ways of

using a single cardâ€¢ Tips and rules for interpretationâ€¢ Facts about the tarotâ€¢ Interpretations for

each suitâ€¢ Spread layout techniques
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First, let me say that the title "The Ultimate Guide..." is pretentious. I give this book a three star

rating because I find it useful on two fronts: 1) the writers choose what they call the ten most

important symbols for each card in the RWS deck and then give a short blurb about each symbol

they choose. This helps me to think about each symbol, but frankly, the blurbs do not have enough

supporting scholarship, for instance, in The Fool Card, they state that his yellow boots are the sixth

most important symbol and write, "The Fool goes his way with great self-confidence; every step is

taken consciously." Well, they have already told us that yellow means "consciousness, joie-de-vivre;



envy, mental dissonance ('shrillness')." I am always suspicious when someone presents a kind of

catalog for symbols. I would associate joie-de-vivre with the Fool, but not consciousness. He is

apparently headed over the cliff, unless the dog can get his attention. As the writers point out, his

arms are outspread, and his sleeves flap open, almost like wings. Perhaps he is completely aware

of his surroundings and only steps to the cliff edge to enjoy the view, but I do not believe the images

in the card support this. Then, the flower in his left hand, symbolizing the fleeting nature of his

existence (should he step over the cliff) is not even chosen as one of the ten most important

symbols in itself. It is sandwiched with the sun and dog because all three are white. I think the rose

is more significant (on its own) than a few others these writers have chosen.
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